Past Life Regression Technology
—Step-by-Step Methods to Make Past Life Regression
Effective for a Wide Variety of Issues
Presented by David

Quigley, BCH

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF
PAST LIFE REGRESSION TECHNOLOGY
Past Life Regression has enormous power to change lives. is is an unprecedented opportunity to learn Past Life Regression from one of the
foremost experts in the ﬁeld, David Quigley, in a small experiential
course. Whether or not you have previous training in Past Life Regression, Key Benefits
you can revolutionize your practice with this course. It includes protocols
and technologies for hypnotists that aren’t found in any other training or ‚ You’ll learn the latest advanced trance induction
course. In the wake of recent widespread media publicity, many clients are
methods that can help even
interested in exploring their past lives. Perhaps your clients have spontathe most difficult clients to
neously recalled a past life event, where you felt insuﬃciently trained to
access past life memories.
help them understand and then use and apply this information to improve their life. With this course you can position yourself as a certiﬁed
‚ You’ll learn of the recent reexpert in the expanding ﬁeld of Past Life Regression (PLR).
search that proves the scienWhat you will learn:
tific validity of past life memories. And you’ll learn how to
‚ Why other methods of Past Life Regression (PLR) teaching are usuhelp your clients determine
ally not effective in solving clients’ past life traumas, and learn how
whether their own past life
to do it right!
recall is real or not.
‚ How to ride the tidal wave of interest in PLR created by such luminaries as Brian Weiss and Oprah Winfrey.
‚ You’ll learn how to resolve
‚ How to help clients access all of the creative, leadership and social
past life traumas successskills they have developed over dozens of lifetimes, and to use these
fully by changing the deciabilities every day in home, office and social environments.
sion made after death, and
rescuing the past life self
‚ How to apply PLR to such issues as animal fears, fear of stepping
from trauma, perhaps even
into ones power as a leader or healer, fear of commitment in
bringing that past life self forrelationships, fear of childbirth, fear of heights, and many others.
ward to the present life.
‚ How to use PLR to help heal relationship co-dependency, and
many other relationship issues.
‚ You’ll learn to help clients ac‚ Unique and powerful induction techniques.
cess their creative abilities in
‚ How to get details of past life experiences even for clients who have
past lives (music, writing,
difficulty seeing or remembering anything.
business savvy, leadership,
healing arts) and bring those
‚ Discover and integrate past life abilities into the present life.
abilities forward for use in the
‚ How to help clients discover and heal the underlying causes of their
client’s present life.
present patterns of suffering and pain.
‚ How to use emotional release methods to maximize results in a past
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life memory.
Wednesday-Thursday

What You Will Receive

This class includes a thorough and professional workbook with a complete outline of the techniques and protocols covered in class.
Register Online Today - Click Here

August 9th-10th
*Tuition: $375

Sessions Begins at 9AM

Two-Day Course Agenda
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Day 1 - Wednesday

Introduction and Objectives – theories of
past life memories. Are they real? 4 ways
to know
Regression techniques – deep induction
techniques and procedures
The Elixir of Immortality – description, and
demonstration of the technique
Using past life regression to reach creative abilities
Demonstration with a class member
In-class supervised practice of techniques
Q&A

Who Should Attend This
Course?
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Day 2 - Thursday

Clearing Trauma through past life regression – 3 ways to resolve past life trauma
Discovering and healing the underlying
causes of present patterns of suffering
and pain
Protocols for using PLR for habits and
fears
Emotional release methods to maximize
results in a past life memory.
Demonstration with a class member
In-class supervised practice of techniques
Q&A

Past Students Recommend:

“David Quigley not only is a master of past life regression, creating his own Alchemical formula, but
Anyone who wishes to learn basic (yet pro- also is an energizing and intelligent presenter. I
found) methods of Past Life Regression Ther- am grateful for experiencing the power and clarity
of his workshop.”
—Vicki Escude’
apy, for themselves and for their clients. With
this course, hypnotists can help their clients to
“I feel David teaches the most advanced cutting
easily find the sources of negative emotions and edge techniques on past life regression. He keeps
core beliefs in past life trauma, and to alter these the lectures entertaining and informative at the
memories & create positive resources. Even if same time. I enjoy his animated character.”
—Ed Heiser
you don’t believe in “past life regression” your
clients often come up with traumatic “past life”
“David’s alchemical approach to hypnosis is very difmemories. Now you can help them, not only ferent to the standard/traditional approaches. It is well
to examine these memories but to create new worth investing and learning about.”
memories of success, power and fulfillment.
—Stephen Ferguson
David Quigley, CH, has been a leading professional in the field of Past Life Regres-

sion (PLR) for over 30 years. David is highly regarded as a pioneer of PLR technology, having developed five powerful regression modalities that cover the full spectrum of past life
experience to help people to affect lasting change in their present day lives. He is the founder
of Alchemical Hypnosis, and Director of the Alchemy Institute of Hypnosis in Santa Rosa,
CA and author of two popular text books Alchemical Hypnotherapy – A Manual of Practical Technique and The Alchemy of Healing. A graduate of Duke University in comparative
religion and transpersonal psychology, David also has extensive training in Gestalt, primal
therapy, group process and Jungian psychology, as well as courses in Ericksonian and clinical hypnosis and
NLP. In addition to a busy private practice, David teaches throughout the United States and at various locations around the world. He has presented at the United Nations Enlightenment Society and at numerous
hypnosis conferences. His primary areas of expertise are past life regression and healing the underlying
causes of disease and addiction. Learn more about David’s story and his work at: www.alchemyinstitute.com
Register Online Today - Click Here

